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Introduction

Crystallographic texture determines the mechanical anisotropy of sheet metals and
thus strongly influences their formability. For an alloy with a given composition, crystallographic texture is determined by the processing sequence employed to produce
the end product. By suitably controlling thermomechanical processing parameters, a
desirable blending of texture components could be obtained. The capability to monitor crystallographic texture on-line at various stages of the processing sequence is a
prerequisite for controlling the texture of the end product.
Ultrasonic techniques offer a fast and inexpensive means for obtaining information
on the texture of sheet metals on-line. By measuring in effect the texture coefficient
W400, ultrasonics has been used [1, 2] successfully for monitoring the average plastic
strain ratio f of steel sheets. Efforts [3, 4] have also been made to use ultrasonics to
characterize textures in aluminum alloys. As is well known, ultrasonics can deliver
only very limited information on crystallographic texture. For the applications at
hand, however, we are interested really not in crystallographic texture per se, but
in its effect on formability of the sheet metal in question. Hence the bottom line
is whether the information on texture that we could obtain from ultrasonics would
suffice for our purpose. In this regard the success story on steel sheets serves as a
good example. Earlier studies [5, 6] suggest that the texture coefficients W400? W42O)
W440 would specify, to good approximation, the plastic anisotropy of cold-rolled steel
sheets. Through the efforts of many researchers, this observation has ultimately led
to the successful application of ultrasonics for on-line monitoring of the formability
parameter f in steel sheets.
As the plastic flow of a sheet metal in forming operations is determined by its
plastic potential, which is often taken as identical to the yield function, it is natural to
ask how crystallographic texture, as described by the orientation distribution function
(ODF) w, would affect the yield function. Back in 1948 Hill [7] introduced a class
of quadratic yield functions for describing the orthotropic plasticity of sheet metals.
Hill's quadratic class of yield functions was widely adopted in the fifties and sixties

for modelling the plastic anisotropy of steel sheets. On the assumption that the
anisotropic part of the yield function depends linearly on the texture coefficients W\mn
(which should be an adequate assumption if the sheet in question is weakly textured),
it has been proved [8] recently that the principle of material frame-indifference in
continuum mechanics entails the following theorem: For orthorhombic aggregates of
cubic crystallites, the anisotropic part of any yield function in Hill's quadratic class
can depend on w only in the three texture coefficients W400, W420, W440; moreover,
this dependence is explicitly determined up to a material-dependent multiplicative
factor. The preceding theorem leads to an hitherto unnoticed prediction, which is
borne out by experimental data on low-carbon steel sheets.[9, 10]
Hill's quadratic yield functions, however, are inadequate [11, 12] for describing the
plastic behavior of aluminum. This finding has prompted research efforts to develop
non-quadratic yield functions. Hill [13] himself has lately introduced a "user-friendly
theory" by adding cubic terms to his 1948 quadratic. On the other hand, a recent
work of Wagner and Lücke [14] suggests that a yield function with seven texture
coefficients (Wirnü for m = 0,2,4, and W6m0 for m = 0,2,4,6) might suffice for
characterizing the plastic anisotropy of aluminum alloys.
In our project we consider only plastic flow under loading conditions. Complications regarding yielding, unloading, and reloading are not of our concern. All our
discussions will be focused on only one constitutive function, namely, the plastic potential. While it is common to identify the plastic potential with the yield function
(as Hill did), this association is unnecessary for our work and in what follows we shall
refrain from making this extraneous assumption. Henceforth we shall use the symbol
/ to denote the plastic potential, and we make no commitment to any theory on the
phenomena of yielding, unloading, and reloading.
For a given w, let us regard the plastic potential / as a smooth function of the
deviatoric stress cr and expand / by Taylor's formula at cr — 0. We may delete
the constant term as it has no effect on the plastic flow, which is determined by
the derivative of / with respect to cr. The term linear in cr also drops out as a
result of the presumed material symmetry. If we truncate the Taylor expansion of
/ at the quadratic term, we obtain the class of Hill's quadratic plastic potentials.
Clearly a natural generalizaion of Hill's quadratic class would result if we truncate
the expansion at a higher-order term.
Motivated by the work of Hill [13] and of Wagner and Lücke [14] mentioned above,
in this project we truncated the Taylor expansion of / at the cubic term. We restricted
our attention to weakly-textured orthorhombic sheets of cubic crystallites, and we
assumed that the anisotropic part of / depends linearly on the texture coefficients
Wimn (I > 1). Extending our earlier work [8] on Hill's quadratic yield functions, we
appealed to the principle of material frame-indifference and, without going into any
detailed micromechanical modelling, tried to delineate the dependence of / on the
ODF w as explicitly as possible. The theory of group representations and theory

of invariants provided the appropriate tools for us to achieve this goal and obtained
representation formula (24) which shows explicitly the effects of texture on /. It
turns out that this truncated / depends on the ODF only in the aforementioned
seven texture coefficients, and that its anisotropic part can be written as a sum of
three terms, each of which is determined to within a material-dependent multiplicative
constant. After we obtained formula (24), we applied it to obtain formulae which show
in what way the r-values depend on the seven texture coefficients.
In this Final Technical Report, we summarize our main findings in Sections 3 and
4 below. In Section 2 we go over some mathematical preliminaries to prepare for the
discussion in Section 3 on the derivation of formula (24).

2

Decomposing a Tensor into its Irreducible Parts

Let V be the translation space of the three-dimensional Euclidean space, and let T^V
be the space of r-th order tensors on V. A rotation Q oxvV induces a linear transformation Q®r on T^V, and the map Q (->• Q8"" defines [15] a linear representation of
the rotation group SO(3) on T^V. Let Z be a subspace of T^V invariant under Q®r
for each Q, and let Q®T\Z be the restriction of Q®r on Z. Then Q M- Q®r\Z defines
a linear representation of the rotation group on Z. We refer to these representations
of SO(3) on tensor spaces as tensor representations. Tensor representations of the
rotation group are, in general, not irreducible.
The rotation group can be parametrized by pairs (o>,n); for a rotation R(co,n),
0 < to < ir gives the angle of rotation about an axis specified by the unit vector n;
it is understood that R(n, n) = R(ir, — n) when to = ir. The rotation group has a
complete set of irreducible unitary representations D\ (I = 0,1,2,...) of dimension
21 + 1, with characters
,n,
NX
/ N
sin(/ + \)u
Xi (R(co,n)) =x«M =
. i
•
sin^w
Let x(u) be the character of the representation Q
a direct sum
m0D0 + miDi -\

H->

, s
(1)

Q®r\Z which decomposes into

h mrDr,

(2)

with the multiplicity mk (k = 0,1,..., r) given by the formula
2 rn
in
mk = x(u)Xk{u)sm2-dcü,
K JO

;

(3)

^

where Xk denotes the complex conjugate of Xk', here Xk = Xk because Xk is real.
In what follows we shall be particularly interested in the subspaces [V2]o, [[V2](j],
and [[V2]l] oiT^V, T^V, and T^V, respectively. Here we have followed a system

of notation advocated by Jahn [16] and Sirotin [17, 18]: [V2}0 denotes the space
of traceless, symmetric second-order tensors, [[V2]2,] the symmetric square of [V2]o
(i.e., the symmetrized tensor product of [V2}Q and [^2]o), and [[V2]l] the symmetric
cube of [V2]0. The characters %a, Xb and %c of the representations Q (->■ Q®2|[^2]o,
Q h4 Q®4|[[^2]o], and Q i-» Q®6|[[V2]j]] can be easily found [16, 19] to be
Xa = 1 + 2coso> + 2 cos 2a;,
^6 = 3 + 4cosa; + 4 cos 2a; + 2cos3a> + 2cos4a>,
Xc = 5 + 8 cos a; + 8 cos 2a; + 6 cos 3a; + 4 cos 4a; + 2 cos 5a; + 2 cos 6a;,

(4)
(5)
(6)

respectively. Following usual practice, we use the symbols [V2}0, ..., also to denote
the corresponding representations Q !-»■ Q®2|[V2]o, ..., respectively. From Eqs. (1),
(3) and (4)-(6), we deduce that the tensor representations in question decompose into
their irreducible parts as follows:1
[^2]o = D2i
[[V2]2] = D0 + D2 + DA,
[[V2}30] = D0 + D2 + D3 + D, + D6.

(7)
(8)
(9)

Let us use Eq. (8) to illustrate the meaning of these decompositions. Let C G
[[V ] ,]; it can be taken as a fourth-order tensor which enjoys the major symmetry and
maps [V2]o (i.e., the space of traceless, symmetric second-order tensors) into [V2}0.
Decomposition (8) asserts that C can be written as the direct sum of three tensors,
which are in a 1-dimensional, 5-dimensional, and 9-dimensional subspace of [[V2]2,],
respectively; the restrictions of the representations Q i->- Qm to these subspaces are
equivalent to the irreducible representations D0, D2, and D4, respectively.
In what follows we shall consider classes of material tensors Z e Z C T^V pertaining to some textured polycrystalline aggregate. The subspace Z will be invariant
under Q®r for each Q G SO (3), and the material tensors Z will be functions of the
ODF w. For weakly-textured aggregates, we shall take Z to be linear in w. Moreover,
the tensor functions Z(w) that we shall consider will naturally satisfy a constraint of
the following form:
22

Z(TQH)[Qt>i, -., Qvr] = Z(w)[vu .., vr]

(10)

for each Q G SO(3), and any Vi,..., vr G V; here, with QT standing for the transpose
of Q, TQ(W) denotes the rotated ODF defined by
TQ(w)(R) = w(QTR)
x

(11)

The problem of decomposing a tensor into its irreducible parts under the rotation group was
studied by Sirotin [20]. He advocated a two-step approach, in which the decomposition is carried out
first [21] with respect to the general linear group GL(3), and then [22] with respect to the rotation
group. Here we follow a more direct method using characters. Sirotin did not consider the classes
of tensors which concern us here.

for each R e SO (3). Under the preceding constraint and the linearity assumption, it
has been proved [8] that the r-th order tensor Z(w) can depend only on those texture
coefficients Wimn with 1 < I < r. Let us resolve Z(w) into its irreducible parts (cf.
expression (2)), i.e., writing Z as a direct sum of tensors ^Zk (j = 1, ...,mk when
the multiplicity mk ^ 0; k = 0,1, ...,r); ^Zk lies in a subspace corresponding to the
irreducible representation Dk. A more refined argument [19] similar to the one given
in [8] shows that ^Zk can depend only on those texture coefficients Wimn with I = k.
Irreducible parts corresponding to the representation D0 are the isotropic parts of Z.
The meaning of the decompositions (7)-(9) in the present context should now be
apparent. Consider C € [[V2]l] again for instance. Decomposition (8) implies that
we can write C in terms of its irreducible parts as
C = C0 + C2 + CA;

(12)

here Co is the isotropic part of C, C2 can depend on the ODF w only in the coefficients W2m.n1 and C4 only in W4TO„. AS we shall see in the next section, when mk — 1,
the relation of an anisotropic irreducible part to the texture coefficients is determined
up to an arbitrary multiplicative (material) constant. Thus, with decomposition (12)
in hand, the effects of texture on the anisotropy of C will be determined up to two
material constants.
Before we proceed further, let us record another fact for later use. The tensor space
T^V contains [23] only one invariant subspace Z^J of dimension 2r + 1 for which
the representation Q (->■ Q®r\Z^' is equivalent to Dr. Moreover, Z^' is the subspace
of harmonic tensors [24, 25] in T^V, i.e., those which are totally symmetric and
traceless. If we denote the tensors in T^V by H and their components by Hili2...ir,
then the harmonic tensors satisfy
"hi2-ir — ■"*T(l)»r(2)-V(r)

U^)

for each permutation r of{l,2,...,r}, and
tijJeH - 0
for any pair of distinct indices j and k.

(14)
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A Plastic Potential Which Shows Explicitly the
Effects of Seven Texture Coefficients

Let [V2]o be the set of traceless symmetric second-order tensors, and let w be the ODF.
We consider plastic potentials / with w and the deviatoric stress a as independent
variables. The principle of material frame-indifference [26] dictates that / must satisfy
[8] the identity
f(QaQT,Tci(w)) = f(cT,w)

(15)

for each rotation Q, each a in [V2]0, and each ODF w; recall that QT stands for
the transpose of Q, and TQ(W) denotes the rotated ODF defined by TQ(W)(R) —
w(QTR) for each rotation R.
Henceforth we restrict our attention to weakly-textured orthorhombic sheets of
cubic metals. Throughout this report we shall always use a spatial coordinate system
whose coordinate axes fall on the axes of orthorhombic symmetry of the polycrystalline aggregate, and we shall choose a reference orientation for the constituting
crystallites such that the three 4-fold axes of cubic symmetry of the reference orientation agree with the coordinate axes of the chosen spatial coordinate system. With
this choice of coordinate system and reference crystallite orientation, which we shall
henceforth refer to as the standard setting, orthorhombic texture symmetry and cubic crystal symmetry [27, 28, 29] dictate that for 1 < I < 7, all Wimn — 0 except for
some with I = 4 or 6. For I = 4 and / = 6, there are three and four independent
texture coefficients, respectively, and we may and will pick W±mQ (m = 0, 2, 4) and
W6mo (m = 0, 2, 4,6) to fill that role.
For the present discussion we assume that / is smooth and is linear in w. For a
fixed w, we express / in its Taylor expansion at er = 0 and truncate the expansion
at the cubic term. Thus we have
f(tr, w) = /(0, w) + DJ(0, w)[tr] + ^D2J(0, w)[tr, a] + ^D3J{0, w)[<r, a, a].
As the plastic flow will be determined by the derivative of / with respect to cr, we
may simply drop the term f(0,w). We may rewrite the other three terms in Eq.
(16) in terms of three tensors B(w), C(w) and D(w) in [V2}0, [[V2]20] and [[V2]30],
respectively, as follows:
A/(0,«;)[<r] = er-B(w),

(17)

^?/(0, «;)[*, <r] = a-C(w)[a],

(18)

^/(0,^)[o-,o-,o-] = cr-D(w)[<r,*].

(19)

Note that C(w) is a fourth-order tensor which enjoys the major symmetry, and D(w)
is a sixth-order tensor which satisfies
ax ■ D(w)[cr2,0-3] = 0V(i) • D(w)[trTp),oV(3)]

(20)

for each permutation r of {1,2,3}.
The constraint (15) on / dictates that the tensors B, C and D satisfy
= QB{w)QT,
C{TQ{w))[Q(rQT} = QC(w)[a]QT,
T
T
T
D(TQ(W))[Q(TQ ,Q<TQ } = QD{w)[a,a]Q ,
B(TQ(W))

(21)
(22)
(23)

for each a in [V2]o, each ODF w, and each Q in SO(3). Under the present assumptions, we conclude from the decompositions (7)-(9) what follows:
1. Since all Wimn are zero, B = 0.
2. Corresponding to the terms Do and D4 in decomposition (8), C can be written
as the direct sum of an isotropic term and a term depending only on W400, W420
and W440.
3. Since all W3mn are also zero, according to the decomposition (9), D is the direct
sum of three terms, the first being isotropic, the second depending only on W400,
W420 and W440, and the third depending only on W6oo, ^620, W/640 and W6eo.
Representation formulae for isotropic fourth-order and sixth-order tensors are well
known. The isotropic terms in question are proportional to tr<r2 and to tr<r3, respectively. A glance at Eqs. (22) and (23) reveals that these constraints can at best
determine each irreducible part of C or D up to an arbitrary multiplicative constant.
Thus we may express the plastic potential / in the form
2f(a,w) = —(-trcr2 + atro-3+ /?<T-#(^400,^420, W44o)[o"]
Y

o

2

+71 tr ■ *(^400, W420, W44o)[<r, tr]

(24)

+72 a ■ 0(W6Oo, W62o, W6m Wem)\<r, er]);
here $ e [[^2]o]i *,© ^ [[^2]oh Yo,®,ß,7i and 72 are material constants. Since
$ corresponds to the irreducible representation D4 in T^V, it is harmonic and is
thence totally symmetric and traceless. Similarly, the sixth-order tensor 0 is totally
symmetric and traceless.
The explicit dependence of the harmonic tensors <fr and 0 on the texture coefficients can be determined [19] by appealing to Schur's lemma and to the constraints
(22) and (23). (The same results can also be obtained [8, 30] directly from (22) and
9

(23) by brute force.) As for $(w), because of the orthorhombic texture and cubic
crystal symmetry, there are only three independent components:
$1122 = WA0Q-V7ÖWU0,
$1133

=

-4^400 + 2^^420,

(25)

$2233 = -4W400 - 2VTÖW420,
where we have arbitrarily chosen a normalization constant so that the preceding
equations look simplest. All other non-trivial components of $ can be obtained
through the total symmetry of <&, except for the following three, which follow from
the traceless condition:
$1111

=

-($1122 + $1133)

= 3W400 - 2VlÖWm + V7ÖWuo,
$2222

=

—

($1122 + $2233)

= 3^400 + 2VlÖW420 + V7ÖWU0,
$3333

=

(26)

—

($1133 + $2233)

= 8WW
The harmonic tensor ®(w) has four independent components, which can be taken
to be what follows:
6222211 = -WGOo
6222233 = 6W6oo +

r^W620 + VUW640 + V231W66o,
15
16

"333311 — —oWeoo-\
f 333322

—

—OVT600

^510V62o + 2^^640,
., _
15

H/620)

TZ

»/*/620j

15

(27)

where we have again arbitrarily chosen a normalization constant. From the preceding
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four, we appeal to the traceless condition to obtain the following six components:
©112233

=

—

(©222233 + ©332233)

= 2W60o - 2v/14W640,
©111122

©111133

=

—

=

-^600 + ^^^620 + ^^640-7231^660,

=

—(©112233 + 0113333)

(©112222 + 0113322J

15

= QWm-^^-W670 + 2VÜWm,
©111111

=

(28)

—(©111122+0111133)

= -5W6oo + \/lÖ5W620 - 3\Zl4W64o + V231W660,
©222222

=

—(©222211+0222233)

= -5^6oo - VlÖ5W620 - 3\/l4W640 - V/231VT660,
©333333

=

—(©333311+0333322)

= 16W6ooAll the other non-trivial components of 0 can be determined from those displayed in
Eqs. (27) and (28) through the total symmetry of 0.
Finally, let us consider the sixth-order tensor ^f(w), which resides in a 9-dimensional
subspace Z C [V2]l] such that the representation Q i-> Q®6|Z is equivalent to the
representation Q \-> Q®A\Zl', where Z\ ' denotes the subspace of harmonic tensors in
j,(4)]/ xhus there is a linear mapping (i.e., a tenth-order tensor) M : T^V —> T^V
such that the restriction of M to Z\j is an isomorphism of Z[ ' onto Z. For a given
w, let us denote a generic element in Zh' by &(w) and its image under M by *&(w),
i.e.,
^ijklmn — ^ijklmnabcd^abcd-

V "J

(Here, to avoid introducing new symbols, we have abused the language and used the
symbols &(w) and }&(w) in a more general context. The general relation between
&(w) and *ff(w), which we shall derive presently, remains valid in the special context
at issue.) The constraints (22) and (23) on 4>(tü) and &(w), respectively, imply that
M is a tenth-order isotropic tensor. By a theorem ([31], p. 260) in the theory of
invariants, we can express the isotropic tensor M as a linear combination of terms
each of which can be obtained from

by permuting the indices. After taking into account the conditions that 3? is totally
symmetric and traceless, that * : [V2]o x [V2]0 -» [V2]0, and that * enjoys the minor
11

symmetries and the symmetry specified by Eq. (20), we obtain the following formula
for the components of >£, which determines * to within an arbitrary multiplicative
constant:
^ijklmn

=

—

&(8ij$klmn + ^kl^ijmn + &mn$ijkl) + ^{^ik^jlmn + Öjk^ilmn

+8il®jkmn + öjföikmn + Ömk^nlij + ^nk^mlij + ömfönkij

(30)

+5nl$mkij + ^im^jnkl + ^jm^inkl + &in§jmkl + Öjn^imkl)-

In our present context we have already determined 3>(tu) up to a multiplicative constant. Indeed the components of 3>(tu) under the standard setting and a particular
choice of normalization constant are given in Eqs. (25) and (26) above. Substituting
these explicit expressions into (30) defines the tensor * in Eq. (24). Twenty components of * are displayed explicitly in a table given in the Appendix. Any non-trivial
component not given there can be obtained from those displayed by appealing to the
symmetries in the indices of ^ijkimnSimilar to the parameters in Hill's quadratic yield functions, the texture coefficients in Eq. (24) should be interpreted as "parameters characteristic of the current
state of anisotropy" ([32], p. 318). Evolution of texture during deformations is outside
the scope of our present investigation.
Besides the texture coefficients, which reflect the influence of texture, the plastic
potential / given in (24) contains five material constants Y0, a, ß, ji and 72.2 This
plastic potential will fall in Hill's quadratic class if we drop all the cubic terms in
(24), i.e., by setting a = 0 and 71 = 72 = 0.

4

Application: Relations of R-Values to Texture

Let a homogeneous sample sheet of some cubic metal be given. We assume that
the given sheet is orthorhombic, with its axes of sample symmetry in the rolling
direction (RD), the transverse direction (TD), and the normal direction (ND) of
the sheet, respectively. We choose a spatial Cartesian coordinate system such that
the 1-, 2-, and 3-direction agrees with RD, TD, and ND, respectively. We adopt a
reference orientation for the cubic crystallites such that the three four-fold axes of
cubic symmetry of the reference orientation fall on the spatial coordinate axes.
Let r(6) be the plastic strain ratio in the direction in the plane of the sheet which
2

The constants ß, 71 and 72 here are different from their namesakes in our earlier papers [8, 9,
10, 33, 34], because we have chosen for the tensors *, *, and 0 new normalization constants which
give the formulae above a simpler look.

12

makes an angle 9 with the 1-direction of the chosen spatial coordinate system. Let
f = I(r(0) + r(7r/2) + 2r(7r/4)),

(31)

Ar = ^(r(0) + r(7r/2)-2r(7r/4)),

(32)

6r = r(0)-r(yr/2).

(33)

Using the function / given by Eq. (24) as the plastic potential in the flow rule, we
deduce that the r-values defined in Eqs. (31)-(33) are given, correct to terms linear
in the texture coefficients, by the formulae
f = 1 - aWm - bWm,

(34)

Ar = ^—aWuo-^^bW^o,
4vTÖ __.
. / 34^105Tjr
2v^31„r ,
s
8r = —^— aW420 + b ( ine, W620 - ^—W660 ) ,

(35)
, x
(36)

where
a = 10/3 + 20<7o7i,

b = -7a0j2,

(37)

and a0 is the isotropic limit of the uniaxial flow stress when the r-values are measured.
If we set 7! = 72 = 0 in Eqs. (34)-(36), then these equations will reduce to those
[9, 10, 33] that follow from a plastic potential in Hill's quadratic class.

5

Closing Remarks

The conventional method of measuring directional dependence of ultrasonic wave
speeds will directly deliver only the texture coefficients W400, W420 and Wuo- If the
plastic potential given in Eq. (24) could adequately model the plastic flow of aluminum
alloys under loading conditions, evaluation of the texture coefficients Wemo for m =
0, 2,4, 6 should be on the agenda of researchers who strive to develop measurement
systems for on-line monitoring of formability parameters of aluminum alloys. In this
regard the work of Sakata et al. [35] on cold-rolled steel sheets might serve as a
possible point of departure.
The group-theoretic method presented above, in principle, can be carried further if
it should become desirable to keep even higher-order terms in the Taylor expansion of
the plastic potential /. We must keep theory and practice in the proper perspective,
however, as the more terms we keep, the more material constants will result in the
expression for /, which will soon render the expression a theoretical curiosity with no
practical applications.
13
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Appendix
A

Table for the Components of Vl>

Every component ^ijkimn of * can be written as a linear combination of W400,
\/IÖW42o and yffÖWuo- The following table lists the coefficients of such linear combinations for 20 non-trivial components of *. For instance, we have
*111111 = 36^00 - 24V10^420 + 12V70WW
All the other non-trivial components of \J> can be obtained from those displayed below
by appealing to the minor symmetries of \I/ (i.e., ^ijkimn = ^jikimn, etc.) and to the
Eq. (20) (i.e., # ijklmn — ™klijmni '3tC.).
W400
^111111
^111122
^111133
^222211
^222222
^222233
^333311
^333322
^333333
^112233
^112323
^113131
^111212
^222323
^223131
^221212
^332323
^333131
^331212
^233112

V7ÖWU0
-24
12
-4
16
8
-8
-4
-16
24
12
-8
-8
-8
0
8
0
0
0
0
8
22
-3
3
8
-4
-6
-8
3
-22
-3
-4
6
-14
0
14
0
0
8
0
-3

7IÖW42O

36
-28
-8
-28
36
-8
-48
-48
96
56
23
-19
16
-19
23
16
-4
-4
-32
-21
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